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BOTANISK
Sprouting hope
A collection made in collaboration  
with six social entrepreneurs
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Made by 5600 sure-handed 
artisans, BOTANISK is a 
handmade collection of pots, 
baskets (and lots more) that 
add to the fun of indoor 
gardening. Seeds of hope 
are sprouting. Not only from 
the planting and potting – 
but also from the thousands 
of jobs created for people 
who need it the most. 
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BOTANISK Plant pot 
$9.99 H5½". 404.613.39

A collection that grows on 
you, literally 
When IKEA once again teams up with social 
entrepreneurs across the world, the outcome is 
BOTANISK – a handmade collection that adds to the 
fun of growing your own indoor zen garden, while at 
the same time creating jobs. Behind the handmade 
collection is a designer trio from IKEA – but there 
would not be any products without the nifty artisans in 
India, Thailand, Jordan and Romania.

BOTANISK
Plant pot, H5½"

$999
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Seeds, plant swaps 
and green ideas
There are some things in life that are more rewarding 
than others. Like realizing that the seeds you sowed a 
week ago are sprouting, or that the cuttings you got 
from your best friend have grown roots. Best of all, you 
don’t need a garden or even a balcony to enjoy all the 
lush greatness. Your apartment jungle is just a few pots 
and plant swaps away. 
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BOTANISK Hanging 
planter $9.99 H5½". 
504.613.10

When planting, use the 
included plastic sheet to 
protect the underlying 
surface. BOTANISK 
Fabric tool storage 
$19.99 704.613.28
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“We know that lots of people dream of bringing in even 
more greenery. We want to make it more fun and easier 
to create your own urban garden. I’m super happy with 
the way we’ve been able to create beautiful, handmade 
products that have clear functions – meaning that they’ll 
serve more than one purpose in the home”

Maria O’Brian, Creative Leader IKEA

PH167767
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BOTANISK Mold for 
paper pot $17.99 
204.613.21

BOTANISK
Mold for paper pot 

$1799
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Made of natural tactile materials like jute, better cotton 
and banana fiber, BOTANISK is designed to make urban 
gardening fun, functional and beautiful. Just like the 
colors, the materials have been picked to reflect the 
botanical theme. They are items that not only look good 
but also feel good to touch and use, and not least – do 
good in the world.

BOTANISK Hand towel 
$9.99 804.613.23

BOTANISK Apron $14.99 
704.612.91

BOTANISK
Hand towel 

$999
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Sustainable in more ways 
than one
BOTANISK collection is made in close collaboration 
with six social entrepreneurs across the world, whose 
business ideas are based on creating work in regions 
where it’s most needed. Through the partnerships, 
IKEA not only gets a chance to contribute to more jobs, 
but to strike a blow for women’s empowerment.  
 
Also, we get to tap into the artisans’ great handicraft 
skills and create something beautiful out of sustainably 
sourced natural materials. Why not relax your feet on 
the BOTANISK rug? It’s flatwoven in threads made of 
leftovers from banana fiber production.  
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PH167799 BOTANISK Rug, 
flatwoven $29.99/ea 
204.613.40

BOTANISK
Rug, flatwoven

$2999/ea
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“The entire collection is made with people in mind. We’ve 
constantly had to consider that these products are made by 
people and not machines – and therefore think about how 
to make it fun and rewarding for the artisans to produce 
the designs we are after. From start to finish the process 
has been all about the collaboration, developing the items 
together”,

Maria O’Brian, Creative Leader IKEA
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BOTANISK Gardening 
bag $19.99 504.613.29

BOTANISK series. 
Plant pot hanger $4.99 
804.613.42  
Plant pot $14.99 H6". 
304.613.25

BOTANISK
Plant pot hanger

$499
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Leaves that sprout  
new jobs
Even the items that can’t be used for planting add to 
the botanical theme; how about a cushion cover with 
hand-embroidered green leaves? Designed together 
with Indian and Syrian seamstresses, each cushion has 
the power to make good things grow. 

PH167788

PH167785

BOTANISK Cushion 
cover $19.99 26×26". 
Beige 304.613.11 

BOTANISK Cushion 
cover $14.99/ea 
20×20". Beige leaf/green 
304.772.46

BOTANISK
Cushion cover

$1999/ea
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BOTANISK Cushion 
cover $14.99/ea 
20×20". Beige leaf/green 
304.772.46

BOTANISK Cushion 
cover $14.99/ea 20×20". 
Beige/leaf 504.772.45

BOTANISK Cushion 
cover $19.99/ea 26×26". 
Beige 304.613.11

BOTANISK Throw 
$29.99 504.613.34

BOTANISK
Throw

$2999
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“I hope that our partnership will continue and expand, and 
that it will help us get more companies interested in similar 
collaborations. Working with IKEA is a stamp of quality that 
opens new doors.”  

Enaam Al Barrishi, Jordan River Foundation

”The embroidery is not only for decoration, 
but also for strengthening the intentional 
usage of the fabric. The details are not only 
about beauty, but are also functional.”

Maria O’Brian, Creative Leader

Abeer Almnajed, 
Seamstress, Jordan

“I was a beautician in Syria. 
Embroidering is a lot like 
applying make up. It’s an art 
form that takes patience and 
steady hands.”  
 
When Abeer and her family fled 
the Syrian capital Damascus 
seven years ago, they hoped it 
was temporary. Not a day goes 
by when she doesn’t miss her 
beautiful house with the large 
terrace and the life they had 
before the war. Still, she tries to 
look ahead – for her children’s 
sake. Working for Jordan River 
Foundation is one step towards 
a better future.
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BOTANISK Fabric 
tool storage $19.99 
704.613.28
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From banana bark to  
baskets – from exclusion 
to inclusion
There’s a lot to be said about the upsides of using 
plant fibers in the production of the collection. Take 
the banana fiber, for example, which is used for a 
number of BOTANISK products like the flatwoven rug 
and plant pots with handles.  

“I didn’t know this, but a banana tree only 
bears fruit once before it dies. Using the 
bark is a brilliant way of utilizing something 
that would otherwise go to waste – not to 
mention how fantastic the final outcome is”.

Friso Wiersma, IKEA Designer

PH163744

PH167774

BOTANISK Hanging 
storage $12.99 
804.613.37

BOTANISK
Hanging storage

$1299
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At present,  Industree Craft creates jobs for around 
1050 co-workers, 950 being women basket weavers – 
a number that is growing.  

“The future is bright. Banana bark is a natural fiber and 
a material that would be wasted if we didn’t upcycle it. 
Thanks to the artisans’ skills, we create something beautiful 
and give it an entirely new value.”  
 
Ami Patel, Industree, India

Kavitha Nagaraj, Basket 
weaver, India
 
”Ideally I’d like to get to a 
position where I can employ 
a hundred people and help 
others get to where I am 
today.”  
 
Less than a year ago Kavitha 
had never woven anything 
at all, let alone a banana 
bark basket. Since then 
she’s learned all parts of the 
weaving process and she’s  
now responsible for quality 
control at the Industree 
production hub in Madurai. 
Earning an income makes 
everyday life a little bit less 
stressful and gives her and 
her husband the chance to 
send their two sons to a good 
school. 
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BOTANISK Plant pot 
$29.99 H13¾". 004.613.36

BOTANISK
Plant pot, H13¾"

$2999
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Living room wilderness 
and hope in a pot
The many departments at IKEA have each shared their 
expertise from beginning to end. By challenging each 
other as well as the artisans, the team have come up 
with products that combine modern design and 
traditional handicraft – and they keep coming back to 
the importance of the latter. 
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BOTANISK Fabric 
tool storage $19.99 
704.613.28

BOTANISK series. 
Hanging planter $4.99 
504.618.43  
Plant pot $14.99 H6". 
304.613.25

BOTANISK
Fabric tool storage

$1999
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“We’ve tried to make sure that you can see that each item 
is handmade, so that there’s a clear link to the people who 
made it – almost like an autograph. The plant pots from Doi 
Tung in Thailand are perfect examples: They are pinched 
into shape and allowed to be a bit uneven around the edges. 
That’s what makes them unique.”

Andreas Fredriksson, IKEA Designer

Kiang Aitao, Ceramist, 
Thailand

”I love that products I’ve made 
with my own hands will end 
up in homes across the world. 
I’m proud.”  
 
It’s been 18 years since Keang 
first started working at the 
Doi Tung factory located a 
mere ten-minute moped ride 
from her village. Since then 
she’s developed her skills, and 
been involved in most parts 
of the pottery making. Today 
she’s a supervisor and one of 
the artisans responsible for 
the glazing of the BOTANISK 
products.

PH163809

PH167776

BOTANISK Plant pot 
$14.99 H6". 304.613.25

BOTANISK
Plant pot

$1499
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Who says you have to give 
up nature for the city? 
Whether you grow your urban jungle from cuttings 
or simply get fully grown Monsteras from the nearest 
plant shop, BOTANISK has what it takes to sort you out. 
There’s the paper pot maker, the hanging pots, the plant 
pot hanger, the tool storage, and lots more, all making it 
easier to bring in the greenery and a little slice of calm.
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BOTANISK Hanging 
planter $9.99/ea 
504.613.10

BOTANISK Fabric 
tool storage $19.99 
704.613.28

BOTANISK
Hanging planter

$999/ea
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“There is such a clear purpose for these items. They are 
produced to create jobs for people in areas where they 
really need them, and it makes it much easier for me to 
justify making things. Obviously, with the sustainability 
aspect in the back of our heads, we have to constantly 
question ourselves and why we produce and consume.”

Maria O’Brian, Creative Leader IKEA

PH167782

Waterproof gardening 
bag – perfect for your 
green plants or for 
storage. BOTANISK 
Gardening bag $19.99 
504.613.29

BOTANISK
Gardening bag

$1999
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When meeting with the women artisans, Maria 
O´Brian is being reminded again and again what it takes 
to be skilled at handicraft. She and her team brought 
sketches and started discussing the design for a plant 
pot hanger. The women then showed Maria a macramé 
technique they used for banana fibers – which turned 
out wonderfully in cotton.   
 
Let your seedlings grow like a jungle from BOTANISK 
plant pot hanger of 100% better cotton, capable of 
holding a pot up to 22 lbs. 
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BOTANISK series. 
Plant pot hanger $4.99 
804.613.42  
Hanging planter $9.99 
504.618.43

BOTANISK
Hanging planter

$999
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Sprouting a hope for 
women’s empowerment
BOTANISK is a collaboration between IKEA, in-house 
designers and six social entrepreneurs in Thailand, 
India, Romania and Jordan. These  entrepreneurs and 
social businesses all share a common goal: to create 
jobs for vulnerable groups far from the labor market.  
 
Social enterprises are businesses that use 
the money they make to create social change. 
 
Teaming up with social entrepreneurs is about making 
a positive change, but also about good business. By 
co-creating collections, more people have the chance 
to earn a decent living. And IKEA, tapping into unique 
handicraft skills, gets to fill the stores with one-of-a-
kind p roducts that not only look good, but actually do 
good too.   

The creative lead and 
designers behind 
BOTANISK collection

• Creative leader: Maria 
O’Brian

• Designers: Paulin Machado, 
Andreas Fredriksson, Friso 
Wiersma

• Social entrepreneurs: 
Rangsutra, Industree, and 
Ramesh Flowers in India, 
Doi Tung DP in Thailand, 
Jordan River Foundation 
in Jordan, and MBQ in 
Romania.
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Growing urban jungles 
and great ideas 

At IKEA we believe that there is no better route out 
of poverty than having a decent job. That’s why in 
2012 we started the Social Entrepreneurs initiative 
with 100 artisans producing a handmade collection 
sold in 8 stores. In 2013, we began forming long-term 
partnerships with social enterprises around the world, 
supporting them in their effort to provide jobs for 
people in vulnerable communities.  
 
Today in 2020, IKEA is partnering with 27 social 
entrepreneurs to co-create handmade products 
and organic coffee, offering local services and 
upcycled products – as well as limited edition 
collections, such as BOTANISK. The number of 
people who get an income from the initiative is 
now over 20,500. Family members that 

have gotten a positive 
impact from the 
initiative in 2020:

Goal for family 
members that have 

gotten a positive impact 
from the initiative in 2025:

Goal for the number of 
jobs created in 2025:

120,000

Jobs created in 2020*

20,500

*The total number of jobs/livelihoods created by social entrepreneurs working 
with the production. Directly: artisans. Indirectly: for example, family members, 
the people supplying the raw material, harvesting the banana fiber and small 
scale farm holders producing coffee beans for PÅTÅR like the White Nile project 
in Uganda.

Years the initiative 
has been active:

Jobs created the first  
year in 2012:

The first collection was 
sold in three IKEA markets. 

Today we reach ALL of 
our markets with our social 
entrepreneur collections.

The first collection was 
launched in 2012 and 
involved 100 artisans.

100,000

500,000

8

100
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Product overview
*Only available in selected markets: The two different sized BOTANISK plant pots in 
banana fibers.    

PE768905

BOTANISK Cushion cover $14.99

Jute and cotton. Imported.      
Designer: P Machado/A Fredriksson/ 
F Wiersma. 20×20". Beige leaf/green 
304.772.46

PE761422

BOTANISK Plant pot hanger $4.99

100% cotton. Imported. Designer:  
P Machado/A Fredriksson/ 
F Wiersma. L35½". 804.613.42

PE761395

BOTANISK Cushion cover $19.99

Jute and cotton. Imported. Designer:  
P Machado/A Fredriksson/ 
F Wiersma. 26×26". Beige 304.613.11

PE768742

BOTANISK Plant pot $14.99

Colored-glazed red clay. Designer:        
P Machado/A Fredriksson/ 
F Wiersma. Max flowerpot Ø6". H6". 
304.613.25

PE761420

BOTANISK Throw $29.99

100% cotton. Imported. Designer:  
P Machado/A Fredriksson/F Wiersma. 
W43×L67". Dark green 504.613.34

PE768743

*BOTANISK Plant pot $29.99

Clear lacquered banana fibers. 
Designer: P Machado/ 
A Fredriksson/F Wiersma.  
Max flowerpot Ø12½". H13¾". 
004.613.36

PE768778

BOTANISK Rug, flatwoven $29.99

Clear lacquered banana fibers. 
Designer: P Machado/ 
A Fredriksson/F Wiersma.   
W2'4"×L6'7". 204.613.40

PE768745

*BOTANISK Plant pot $9.99

Clear lacquered banana fibers. 
Designer: P Machado/ 
A Fredriksson/F Wiersma. Max 
flowerpot Ø3½". H5½". 404.613.39

PE761386

BOTANISK Apron $14.99

100% cotton. Imported. Designer:  
P Machado/A Fredriksson/ 
F Wiersma. L18×W22".  
Dark green 604.777.54

PE768766

BOTANISK Gardening bag $19.99

Jute and cotton. Imported. Designer:  
P Machado/A Fredriksson/ 
F Wiersma. Max flowerpot Ø12½". 
H14¼". Beige/dark green 504.613.29

PE761416

BOTANISK Fabric tool storage $19.99

100% cotton. Imported. Designer:  
P Machado/A Fredriksson/ 
F Wiersma. L24×W39". Dark green/
beige 704.613.28

PE768728

BOTANISK Hand towel $9.99

100% cotton. Imported. Designer:  
P Machado/A Fredriksson/ 
F Wiersma. W20×L28". Dark green/
white 804.613.23

PE768732

BOTANISK Hanging planter $9.99

Jute and cotton. Imported. Designer:  
P Machado/A Fredriksson/ 
F Wiersma. Max flowerpot Ø3½".  
H5½". Beige 504.613.10

PE768740

BOTANISK Mold for paper pot $17.99

Solid beech. Designer:  
P Machado/A Fredriksson/ 
F Wiersma. Ø2⅞, H5⅜". 204.613.21

PE761388

BOTANISK Cushion cover $14.99

Jute and cotton. Imported.       
Designer: P Machado/A Fredriksson/ 
F Wiersma. 20×20". Beige/ 
leaf 504.772.45

PE768736

BOTANISK Hanging planter $9.99

Red clay. Colored glaze. 100% true 
hemp. Designer: P Machado/ 
A Fredriksson/F Wiersma. Max 
flowerpot Ø3½". H4". 504.618.43

PE768738

BOTANISK Hanging storage $12.99

Clear lacquered banana fibers. 
Designer: P Machado/ 
A Fredriksson/F Wiersma. W6¼×H13½". 
804.613.37
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